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Wood

STONE-WOOD is a pre-blended plaster made of water dispersible acrylic resin, micronized inert charges, light stable 
pigments and specific additives. Recommended for fine decoration of interior walls where a “wood” effect is desired.

Description

Base Coat 

•	 after the wall preparation, apply a priming undercoat of VIEROQUARTZ thinned 1:1 in water in the same colour of STONE-
WOOD. The use of VIEROQUARTZ as a base coat gives an initial coloured covering and protection and facilitates the 
application of the coating.

Steel trowel + sorghum broom + brush
1. When VIEROQUARTZ is completely dry, apply a uniform layer of STONE-WOOD with a small stainless steel trowel all over 

the surface as base coat
2. Once the first coat is dry, apply with the same tool a consistent layer about 3mm thick of STONE-WOOD to the wall
3. Then pass over the surface vertically with a sorghum broom.  
4. As soon as the plaster is no longer tacky to the touch work across vertically the surface with a blade of stainless steel 

trowel in a quick sweeping action to smooth the surface
5. When the surface is completely dry (12-24 hours) burnish the wall with a soft stainless steel spatula
6. Apply by brush a grout of diluted product (ratio 2:1 with water) adding 5% -10 % of VIERO BITUME DECORATIVO.
7. Once dried, smooth and burnish the wall with a soft stainless steel spatula thus breaking the black spots contained in the 

grout
8. Wait until dry and buff it with a dry, clean cotton cloth.
9. It is advisable to apply by brush a layer of LIGHTING transparent protective finish, thinned 1:3 with water
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Decorative plaster for “wood” effect


